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claimed  To All The Boys I’ve Loved Before. This is one of those books that 
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ing and new, but it also holds true as a faithful sequel to her earlier novel. 

“Laura Jean and Peter will not 

break each others hearts” 
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P.S. I Still Love You starts out exactly where To All The Boys I’ve Loved Before ended. Peter Kavin-

sky and Laura Jean Covey have hit a rift in their relationship. However, they do seem to work out their 

problems. It seems to be sunshine and rainbows. In Laura Jean fashion, the two decide to make a contract to 

make sure that they realize how their relationship will work. 

Laura Jean and Peter’s New Contract 

 

 Peter will not be more than five minutes late 

 Laura Jean will not make Peter do crafts of any kind  
 Peter doesn’t have to call Laura Jean before he goes to 

bed at night, but he can if he feels like it 
 Laura Jean will only go to parties if she feels like it 

 Peter will give Laura Jean rides whenever she wants 
 Laura Jean and Peter will always tell each other the truth 

 Laura Jean and Peter will not break each others hearts 

However, new challenges arise in their relation-

ship. From ex girlfriends, one of the old recipients of a 

letter showing back up, and even a video leaked online 

of their night in the hot tub, Peter and Laura Jean’s rela-

tionship is on the rocks and possibly doomed. Laura 

Jean is now faced with the choice between her boyfriend 

who seems a little too buddy-buddy with his ex girl-

friend/Laura Jean’s ex best bud and the boy who she’s 

loved since he landed a kind hand in the eighth grade. 

Add the backlash from the video, her father possibly da-

ting again, and a grueling game of Assassin, Laura Jean 

has a lot on her plate. 



“Society is far too 

caught up in shaming 

a woman for enjoying 

sex, and applauding a 

man.” 

I was not expecting some of the subject matter that was 

addressed in this book. However, I am the person who was sur-

prised when the last book had the hot tub scene, which was 

completely innocent, but was a little hot and heavy for your usu-

al YA fair. I was very happy that Jenny Han decided to make 

this sequel a little more hearty than the book before. This install-

ment felt more like real teenager problems rather than a cutesy 

rom-com in book form. Don’t get me wrong, this book has some 

absolutely adorable moments that make you want to just jump 

into the book and start going out with these amazing boys, but it 

had some genuinely heartwarming moments. 

The whole video debacle was done very well. Laura Jean, someone who we have seen wears her 

heart on her sleeve, acted like any young girl who had an intimate moment  leaked online: she was worried 

about her future. Laura Jean’s older sister,  Margot really resonated with today’s problem of “slut shaming” 

and how devastating it is. “’Society is far too caught up in shaming a woman for enjoying sex, and applaud-

ing a man. I mean, all of the comments about how Laura Jean is a slut, but nobody’s saying anything about 

Peter, and he’s right there with her. It’s a ridiculous double standard.’” I thought Jenny Han addressed this 

so well. The panic, the double standards, the redemption, and even the uncovering of who did it and maybe 

even laughing about it was all very realistic. To say I was surprised that this was a subject in a sequel to the 

cutest book I read last year is the worlds biggest understatement. However, I’m glad it was used. It’s a very 

important societal issue that still is happening and needs to be addressed. 

“As Kitty gets older, I 

see that she is far more 

like Margot than me.” 

“No, never mind.  

Kitty is all her own.” 

Another aspect I loved from this book, 

was the relationship of the Covey sisters. Margot, 

Laura Jean, and Kathrine “Kitty” Covey is the 

most adorable relationship between fiction sisters 

that I have ever seen. Though, Margot isn’t in as 

much of the book as Kitty is, I’m glad she was 

included. She added that sisterly guidance that 

helped Laura Jean along in her problems while 

also being a girl with her own problems.  
Kitty was the highlight of all the “side characters” for me. 

As the kids like to say today, she is my spirit animal. Her funny 

dialogue, the way she talked like she was a mobster from 1930 

instead of a ten year old in 2016, to the way she was trying to 

“Parent Trap” her dad made me fall in love with this already 

amazing character. Her line about how she wanted to put food 

coloring on her father’s heart pancakes to make them look like 

they were bleeding was one of my favorites. The scenes with her 

are not only charming, but some are very touching. If you have-

n’t read it, I won’t say much, but the birthday scene will make 

your heart grow two sizes bigger. Kitty added innocence to a 

book that addresses some more serious problems.  
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OVERVIEW 

Three Word Review: Cute but ser ious. 

Rating:  

Recommended Age: 16 and Up 

Recommend to a Bud?: YES! 

Need to Read 1st Book?: Necessary  

 

The one thing I didn’t like in this installment of the To All the 

Boys series is how Peter seemed to change drastically in this novel. Un-

fortunately, Peter is still hanging out with his ex girlfriend. The lack of 

communication and teenage emotions almost made me throw the book 

out of the window. Peter and Laura suffered hard from lack of communi-

cation skills and jumping to conclusions extremely fast. Though, I did 

have to remind myself that they were teenagers. Also, Peter seemed to 

get very possessive and became kind of an all around jerk. I hate to say it 

but I was wishing for a different ending. 

The character of Genevieve was also problematic, but intentional-

ly. I wanted something to happen, anything in fact, but Gen was just still 

same old Gen. She seemed to be the same old ex best friend who is not 

exactly redeemable. It was just a subplot I could have done without. Pe-

ter hanging out with Genevieve also was a little sketchy and was the 

main reason Peter seemed so reprehensible during certain parts of the 

novel. I just wished there would be some resolution to this problem. 

All in all, I thought this was an amazing novel. When I 

could get past the teenage dramatics, the book had so many 

heartwarming moments and such good messages, that I couldn’t 

help but love it. Even if you cannot get past the problems with 

the romance, the scenes with the Covey family and at the nurs-

ing home were so enchanting that I’m pretty sure everyone 

would love it. The family was my favorite part of this novel. 

The relationships between the sisters and the dad was so adora-

ble, Kitty being a particular highlight, that the book could have 

just been about them. However, the romance did have its high-

lights and really added to the book.  

I devoured this book in less than five hours and I had to  

force myself to put it down. This book was truly a breath of 

fresh air and something that I will be thinking about for a while. 

With that, I’ll end with my favorite quote : 

“There’s a Korean word my grandma taught me. It’s 

called jung. It’s the connection between two people that can’t be 

severed, even when love turns to hate. You still have those old 

feelings for them; you can’t ever completely shake them loose of 

you; you will always have tenderness in your heart for them.”   

“Perhaps I am 

in love with 

love! That 

doesn’t seem 

like such a bad 

way to be.” 


